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MARK BRICKLIN

The Private Party
Karen stood against the railing on the porch of the rented beach-front
house and gazed blankly at the empty shell-strewn beach and ravaging
surf. The summer she had spent in Atlantic City drifted rapidly through
her mind. It had been short, boring, and cold, filled with trivial, hardly
rememberable incidents, and now that the reality of returning to college
for her last year was harshly upon her, she almost welcomed it. She thought
'dly of the date she had the previous night. It was like all the others—
first exciting, then pleasant, then ridiculous, and finally boring. They had
gone to a movie and then to an expensive bar where they sat and talked.
The boy, not much older than she, was working for a large business firm.
Karen proceeded to criticize American business ruthlessly. He said he liked
baseball, and she replied that she thought the game absurd. He was against
free love, she was for it. And so it went on, the boy never realizing Karen's
little game. But before long, as always, an irresistable wave of ennui would
sweep into their conversation and Karen would want to go home and
go to bed.
The piercing squeal of power brakes shattered her thickening lethargy.
It was Stu Kramer stopping his pink Buick at the side of the house. His
parents were friendly with Karen's in Philadelphia, and she had known
bim for many years. In high school, he had been chubby, backward, and
Petulant, but in the last few years he had miraculously metamorphosed
into a suave, easy-going young businessman. His father owned an exclusive
clothing store and Stu would become a partner upon his marriage. Karen
often wondered just how he felt towards her. Lately, she wondered too,
iust how she felt towards him. She enjoyed going to the best clubs and
seeing plays with him, but to Stu, these things were like eating a good
meal; he did them casually, almost without thinking, and his after-com
ments were like a careless belch. So Karen's real enjoyment remained un
expressed, and was soon either dispersed or submerged by the blatant
uxuriousness of Stu Kramer and his pink Buick.
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"Hi Stu!" Karen's mother had come out to the porch.
"How are you, Mrs. Lieber?" he smiled. "Hi Karrie.'
"How're your folks?"
"Just fine. Everything's fine."
"I was just going to fix a drink for Karrie and me. Would you like
one?"
"Sure, thanks."
Mrs. Lieber turned and walked briskly back into the house and Karen
watched her shapely buttocks swell out against the tight knit skirt. Third
drink today," she thought. "Doing pretty good for herself."
"What've you been doing lately?" Stu asked.
"Going crazy," she flipped back. "Not slowly, but steadily.
Stu smiled again. "Not becoming a boozer, are you?"
"No such luck."
They went into the spacious and comfortable living room where Mrs.
Lieber was mixing Cointreau and pineapple juice. "This is called LoveLove Punch, I believe," she said, and winked broadly at Stu.
"I think this is some kind of trap," he laughed.
"We're going to rape you and I'm first," Karen mumbled.
Stu smiled thoughtlessly and lifted his drink, but before he could
swallow, color came to his pale cheeks and he almost gagged.
They sat and chatted for several moments until Mrs. Lieber excused
herself to go shopping for dinner.
"I'll tell you why I really came up, Karrie," Stu said after a while.
"Next week we're having a little party in Philly and I'd like you to come.
Just my folks and a few relatives and friends. My father decided to make
me assistant manager of the store and we've having a little celebration.
"Oh, that's swell," Karen exclaimed spontaneously.
"Thanks, I'm glad of it myself, really. I didn't like the the idea of
moving from salesman straight to partner at all. This way I'll get a chance
to make some decisions without getting too involved in their results.
"How did this all happen?"
"Well . . . there was quite a little mess, actually. Don't say anything
to anybody, because it's still on the hush," he cautioned. Karen nodde
and lit another cigarette.
"Do you remember Frankie Shaw? He was my dad's assistant for the
last six years."
"I think so . . . isn't he the short fellow with the bushy moustache.
"Yeah . . . well, anyway, about a month ago, my father noticed that
the inventory was a couple of hundred dollars short. Then he checked t
stock himself the next week, and it was another hundred dollars short.
And he checked it again last week, and again there was money missing-
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So he did some investigating and traced the loss to Frankie. My father
didn t accuse him or anything—he just mentioned it to him and asked if
he could explain it. After a few minutes, though, he broke down. It was
really bad. He started crying and confessed to taking the money. He begged
my father to forgive him and swore he would give the money back. But
the thing was, he didn't have the money and wouldn't say what he did
with it. He must have gambled it away or something. Anyhow, he insisted
on quitting right away even though my father was willing to forget about
it if he returned the money. After all, he's been with us for six years. He's
got two kids in school, too."
That's really terrible," Karen said slowly. The thought of someone
that she knew embezzling money truly shocked her, and her heart was
immediately filled with compassion for this poor creature known only to
her as little Frankie Shaw with the bushy moustache.
Stu finished his drink and smacked his lips. "So, now I'm dad's
assistant. . . . Well, to get back to more wholesome things, do you think
you can make the party? I'd love to have you there."
The vision of Frankie Shaw confessing before Mr. Lieber was still
billowing in Karen's mind, and she did not answer.
"How T>out it, Karrie?"
"Oh! Sure, I'd love to go, Stu!"
Good. Why don't we go for a little ride now, and get out of the
house?"
Fine, as long as I get back in time for dinner," she answered, and
they went out to Stu's car.
Karen s father had closed his appliance store early, and had driven in
rom Philadelphia to have a late dinner and spend Friday night with his
family. He spoke little, and after eating, complained of a headache and
went to bed. Karen read for half an hour after dinner and then decided
t0 take Chubby, her dog, for a walk on the beach.
The dog pranced and spirited about the beach with acute joy, while
aren followed slowly, gradually being lulled into a thoughtless limbo by
| e ceaseless roar and hiss of the waves. Chubby suddenly bolted and Karen
up to see that someone was fishing in the surf several hundred yards
down-beach.
U/u

Chubby!" sbe ca^e(^'

but the dog would not stop, so she followed him.
she reached the fisherman, Chubby was standing at the brink of
1 e SUl"f» yapping frenzedly and retreating at every wave. The fisherman,
wearing only a bathing suit, turned around, smiled, and walked back to
3r«n' 'ett'n£ out line as he came.
Is he vicious?"
en
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"Only at meal time. You're safe."
The young man to whom Karen spoke was fairly tall, with a thin,
finely muscled body, and short ragged black hair which curled assertively
over the top of his brow and receded sharply at the sides. A heavy growth
of black stubble spread over a good part of his drawn and slightly pockmarked face giving him a primitive and almost savage appearance, height
ened by his thick eyebrows, which brooded above his deep-socketed eyes
like the wings of some hideous incubus. But what intrigued Karen more
than anything else was his eyes, for they were wide and innocent, with that
certain wanton sparkle which is so enchanting in children and so notoriously
absent from the faces of adults.
Karen calmed her dog and asked the fisherman if he could catch hsh
so close to the shore. He said yes, and they began a conversation which soon
became personal. Karen found out that he had gone to a small southern
college for two years and had spent the last few years in Pittsburgh, wor
ing at different jobs and writing plays. He had spent the summer in
Atlantic City with two of his friends, working at a Coca-Cola plant. They
talked on, exchanging impressions of Atlantic City. When the fisherman
laughed, his whole face would wrinkle up, and the brilliance of his eyes
would become more pronounced in the tenebrous light of the dusk.
Karen noticed an increased chill in the air and became more serious.
"Have you been writing any plays this summer ?"
"As a matter of fact I just finished one last week."
"Good! Are you going to send it to a producer .- '
"No, it's not really good enough. Maybe in a year or two I'll send some
of my stuff in. You know, though, this seashore environment has been
good for me. The salt air seems to clean out my mind. I think this is the
first play I've written that a normal person can understand. It's almost
wholesome\"
"What's it called?" Karen ventured.
He grinned. "The Face of the Deep."
Suddenly his pole twitched, and he pulled back sharply. Without say
ing a word, he reeled in his line steadily, talking to himself in a mum
Soon a convulsive flash came flopping out of the surf but disappeare in
another second.
, -.
"Ah, you son of a gun," he moaned. "Must have been a ^eakhs .
Their mouths are so soft the hook always rips out. Well, I guess I d better
call it a day." He began packing his gear. "Say, you know I don't even
know your name?"
"Well, now that you've finally decided to ask, it's Karen —Karen
Lieber."
"And mine's Keith Atkins. Now that that's settled—not to sound over
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anxious or anything but I hope you're not doing anything tomorrow night.
A friend of mine's throwing a party uptown and I think you'd get a big
kick out of it. Like to come?"
"It's a deal, Mr. Atkins," she nodded gaily.
"Don't make any noise, dear. Your father went to bed; he's very tired."
"Does he feel alright?"
Oh, he feels alright, I guess. It's just that they've been having a big
sale at the store all week, you know, and he's very tired."
Karen and her mother sat and talked over cocktails for half an hour
and then Mrs. Lieber joined her husband. Karen, too, was tired, but the
almost mysterious appointment she had for the next night made her restless
and she stayed up, reading and drinking for another hour before she
plodded softly to bed.
She awoke early, and seeing the gray, water-splattered window, went
ack to her warm sleep. Twice more she did this, finally arising when her
alarm clock showed noon. After a leisurely breakfast, she lit a cigarette and
went into the soft, quiet living room, where she plopped backwards on
er favorite chair and stared out the window. The ocean was hidden by
t e insistent rain, and the streets, with their abortive sewers, had been
flooded for hours.
er father,

who had left very early, telephoned to say that he would
not come down again until the weather cleared. And so the day wore on;
cigarette by cigarette, drink by drink, thought by thought, doggedly into
t c gray bleariness of the evening. Karen's mother was also on edge, and
as e two eyed each other, the tension rose. Karen was ready to escape by
ta ing a walk in the rain when the telephone rang in the kitchen and her
went in to answer it. She came out after several minutes, looking
rather tight-lipped.
"Who was it?"
Mrs. Kramer."
And what did she have to say?"
Sha ^?"S lieber walked slowly to the liquor table. "Did you know Frankie
Yeah, I know him. Why?"
Mrs. Lieber spoke clearly and delicately. "He committed suicide last
night.
Jesus! she murmured, and dropped her raincoat.
.. e n'ght was cold and clear, and the low, strong-blown clouds were
th
of the moon. After Keith had called for Karen,
y rove in his rusty car to the apartment he shared with his two friends.
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Keith had to get something which he had forgotten, and while he was
looking for it, Karen gazed with wide eyes at the small living room the
three shared. Actually she was surprised that Keith had not exclaimed
upon entering, for she was sure the place had been vandalized. Books and
records were so profusely scattered that the meager furniture was barely
visible. An empty paint can brimming over with cigarette butts stood on
the sill of the only window, in front of which was an easel. She dared not
look to see the painting on it. Her circling stare had just been stopped by
a two-foot high pile of beer cans when Keith re-entered the room.
"What did you forget?" she asked guiltily.
"Oh, just this. A bottle of Cointreau."
The coincidence disturbed Karen for a few moments, but by the time
they got back into the car, she had forgotten about it.
Northward up the main avenue for half an hour and then the two
turned off to the right, entering a narrow, still-wet street, glittering with
the red and blue of bars. They went into a massive, tindery looking apart
ment house, Keith leading and Karen following close. At the third floor
landing, the incidental sounds of the street were explosively swamped by
a flood of noises coming from four opened rooms.
A madly dressed couple came dancing out of one room, put a drink
in Keith's hand and dragged him away from Karen. She followed them
quickly into a crowded ill-lit room, already regretting that she had come.
Once in the room there was no leaving.
Keith had gone off into a corner and she could hear him laughing.
She looked with furtive turnings of her head at the other people in t e
room—perhaps she knew someone. But no; their faces were strange an
remote—lurid, even disgusting. Two couples were dancing torpidly to
inaudible music, and on a torn red couch were sitting three men, two o
whom were deep in conversation. On the lap of the third was sitting a
squatty-looking curly-haired girl who wore a sweatshirt and smeared kisses
across his mouth. Five or six others stood in the middle of the room,
alternately arguing and laughing, There was a punch bowl on a sma 11 tabic
against the far wall, and she went over to pour herself a needed drink,
picked up the ladle and then dropped it. On the right side of the ta e,
sitting on the floor with his knees against his chest and his head bowe
over, was a very fat man with bushy black hair and a finely clipped bear
His massive back was propped between a doubtful leg of the table and t e
wall, and with each ponderous, drunken breath he took, both his pu Y
cheeks and the punch in the bowl would quiver nervously.
Karen filled her glass and emptied it rapidly into herself. Then s e
dipped into the bowl again and looked around the room, intent on fin mg
Keith.
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"Jesus Christ," she thought, "he's not even in the room."
Before she could decide what to do, a short, dark-complexioned young
man appeared before her and stared imploringly into her eyes.
"I've been watching you," he said.
That s nice." Where the hell is Keith? In another room?
"Are you a special investigator?" he said, raising one eyebrow and
puckering his lips.
"No-o." Where is he? This guy is queer! "No, I'm more of a ... an
international play-girl. You damn queer! . . . That's it! He's in the room
across the hall!
"Do you want to play with me?" he crooned.
It s been very nice knowing you," she answered, quickly heading for
the opposite room. But her admirer would not tolerate her leaving and dug
his slender fingers into her arm.
"You can't go now, you know."
Karen knew she would either begin crying or scream in a few seconds.
Her left hand, nervously trying to make a fist, squeezed tight around her
glass, and she impulsively threw the drink in his leering face. Dropping
the empty glass to the floor, she tore loose and bolted into the hall, where
she almost bumped into Keith.
"Karen! Where . . ."
Oh, Keith, Keith, Jesus Christ! What kind of place is this? That
guy was just . . . hurting me!"
Who? O-oh . . . Dominic\! Didn't Joel tell you to stay the hell away
last week? Wipe that mess off your face and get out. Come on!"
You here again?" It was Joel; big, suave, and commanding. "Good to
^ you, Dominick baby," he said extending a hand.
Dominick just looked at him, blinking. Joel gave a sudden snarl, and
grabbing Dominick's tie he threw him down the steps. Everyone burst
°ut laughing and Karen felt much better.
Sorry we lost each other there for a while," Keith said, smiling. "Tell
OK^"1^ 'Ct S ^ 3 COU^e
^r'n^s an<* S'1 down a°d talk f°r a minute,
That would be fine."
They went into another room in the same hall. It was bare and dreary
and there was nobody else in it.
This seems more like a circus than a party," Karen said, sitting down
a dilapidated green chair. Keith pulled up a wormy-looking stool and
next to her. "Well, we do have a good time, I'll admit," he said,
Smi 'n£ a£ain. We had a party here last week, too. This Cointeau was left
0Ver from then."
Ho you know all these people?" she asked, wondering if Keith was
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like the characters she had seen before.
"Well, most of them. I guess you're thinking that they're a wierdlooking bunch, but once you get to know them, and understand them, you
learn to accept them on their own terms.
"Some terms," she thought, lighting a cigarette clumsily.
A couple suddenly appeared at the doorway, and the girl, tall and
angular, grinned broadly at Keith and blew smoke rings. "Hi, Keithy boy."
"Hello, Bathsheba," he answered amiably. "How's Putsy?
"Just fine, thank you. Who's your friend, Keithy boy?
"Oh; Karen, I'd like you to meet Bathsheba."
"How are you, Karen?" the latter said, still staring at Keith.
"Go to hell, will you?" Karen thought.
"Come on," the boy with Bathsheba said, and the two left as suddenly
as they had appeared.
"Who," Karen asked, "is Putsy?"
"Oh that! That's what she calls the novel she's working on.
A shiver of cold disgust went through Karen's body and she began to
feel again as if Dominick were leering at her. A high-pitched scream came
from the hall followed by hysterical laughter.
^
"1 want you to meet a friend of mine," Keith said quickly. Let s go
find him."
They pushed their way through a crowd of people who did not notice
them. Karen tried hard not to think and held on tight to Keith's hand.
They stood outside another room and looked in, Keith trying to see his
friend. There were at least ten people in the room, but they were quiet,
and the only noises were secretive murmurings and the tittering of glasses.
A dark smell hung in the air; a smell of passion and a smell of decay.
"There he is," said Keith.
Karen looked and saw a tall and nervous-looking man of indeterminat
age, his face red with drink, and his sinewy neck glistening with perspi
ration. His arm was around a woman who faced the wall and he was
squeezing and rubbing her side. The woman suddenly spun around and
pushed her tense face against his. Karen saw first the desperate need of
this face, and then saw that it was her mother s.
She jerked her hand from Keith's and ran out of the room and down
the steps in a nauseous hysteria. Keith followed after her, stopping at the
landing of the stairs and shouting her name. She heard his voice ringing
through the stair-well, but it was meaningless; it came from some an<j,c"'
impossible, and already forgotten dimension. By the time she reached t
bottom floor her breath was coming in heavy, sudden sobs. She bolted out
the door and there was Dominick. In a second his hand had seized
sweater and was tearing it. Screaming with a frenzy that shivered her skm.
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she punched him viciously. And then down the wet street, running and
walking, shivering and gasping, she stumbled blindly, crying for her
warm bed.
It was past noon when Mrs. Lieber came into Karen's room to wake
her. She opened one swollen eye and saw her standing there, formal and
severe in a charcoal dress.
Wake up!" she said. "Get dressed and come downstairs; I have
something to tell you."
Karen took a rapid shower and dressed carefully, powdering her face
and putting on lipstick. She had coffee and toast with her mother and
then they went into the living room.
"Mrs. Kramer called this morning from Philadelphia," her mother
began. "Your father had a slight heart attack last night, but he's alright
now. She drew in a quick breath. "It seems that he went to Frankie
Shaw's house last night. He didn't know what had happened. When Mrs.
Shaw told him, he left, and while he was driving home he had the attack.
Luckily, the car was moving slowly at the time, so nothing too serious
happened. She took another deep breath. "Anyway, Mrs. Kramer saw
him at the hospital and he started talking about something. Apparently,
Frankie Shaw owed him some money from a card game, and daddy needed
it to pay somebody else. He had been asking him for it for a while, and
when he found out what Frankie had done, he felt responsible and it upset
him. But he realizes now that he wasn't to blame; it was just one of those
terrible things you can't do anything about.
Hes home now, though; I talked to him this morning on the phone
and everything's fine. He's going to take a vacation for a month or so, and
^ tn going to start working in the store. It'll give me something to do with
niy time and I'll be with daddy more." She paused now to light a cigarette.
Mr. Kramer's going to drive us back to the city with him tomorrow, so
start packing your things." And with this, she exhaled a large billow of
smoke and went in to wash the dishes.
Karen's mind had at first been set spinning by her mother's speech.
But as she talked on, she became more and more relieved and confident,
^he felt that she now understood her father's frequent remoteness and she
orgave her mother for anything she might have done in the past. They
had all had their troubles, the three of them, but she knew now that they
would always be united by a deep bond of sympathy. So great did this
eehng become that she had to suppress a sudden desire to embrace her
Mother and murmur into her ear that she understood everything. She went
quickly upstairs and began stuffing skirts and sweaters into her suitcase,
echng anxious to return to Philadelphia and go to Stu's party. When she
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was done packing, she lit a cigarette and eased into the chair in front of
her window, where she sat and gazed dreamily at the ocean and beach.
There was a cold wind blowing straight down the whole city from the
north-east, and the sand was piled up in graceful little dunes, broken only
by the ragged outline of shells and bits of flotsam tossed up by the surf. The
sky was creamy white, and the sun but a blinding white blaze of unwarming energy. Karen's mind, overcome with her new revelations, relaxed with
a deep sigh, and with lessening consciousness dreamed of the future. She
saw herself in these years to come walking the beach both in the early
morning and at dusk. She would walk and walk, driven by some inward
force, perhaps trying to forget, perhaps trtying to remember, perhaps trying
to find some lone fisherman. But she knew in the terrible depths of her soul
that she would find nothing—nothing but the graceful little sand dunes,
the dried out sea shells, and bits of flotsam tossed up by the indifferent surf.

^<1

JOHN ANDERSON

Marble Orchard
Late in this drizzled afternoon autumn
As year-weighed leaves sink to the bottom
Of the day, I walk my dejected mind,
Loose-leashed, among the pollards, and await
The bridging of an irrational fate;
Trying each crowned hump as if to find
A solace from the sapless orchard stone.
And at the foot of that family tree
By sucker root the swarm descends; I see
The bees which feed my sleeper all alone
And comb sweet gold into her skull until
The honeyed frame becomes fast sealed away.
But now I must leave this, the fruitless way,
Damp orchard of the irresolving still.

CHRISTOPHER WARD

Good Friday
Come quickly now and softly speak,
Lady, our mother of all blue silences,
And touch our Lazarus-tongued hearts, weak
In the swift Ash season of remembrances,
For we have heard your second Adam's scream
Pour with his singing blood into the golden cup,
Echoing the love which carved a beam
To plague the hermit's thorny dream.
Now in your folds of stony supplication,
Near the babbling tower and the attic door,
Lift the still hands of worn consecration
Beyond this patent mystery cracked before,
To where the ever new born sire of Cain
Thunders to us, His crumpled eye in glory,
And through the watery way that Peter came,
Teach us to weave garlands for the Rose again.

f

CHRISTOPHER WARD

The Foolish Heir
He was a pretty baby, we all agreed,
Best love of his tired mother, seed
Of forgotten aunts and misplaced sisters
Who would have worn his bright paternal curls
As dreams of lace upon their antique sleeves,
Pinned with the quiet love protection weaves.
A bird in flight, another April day,
And his dumb baby mind scampers away.
The mocking rule of hope is Sunday-still,
As generations view their last born fool.
What are you thinking now, what is so new,
Breathing sweet murmurs we guess are you?
What fractured memories to us then dispense,
Discarded playthings of your gentleness?

JOHN PAPE

As Good An Excuse As Any
The waitress wiped the counter with hands coarsened by years spent
trying to remove the thin film that always collected on.counter-tops
' And sometimes she would play a little game as she wiped, followug
the convolutions of white and grey set in the marble. Or other times s
would make an increasing square, bounded by her reach. And thenJOTWj
a few steps on veined, swollen feet to begin again. Unless the boss t
the kitchen when she would lean back against the aluminum ice-cream
compartments and put her feet on a shelf beneath the counter, c
usually to avoid the boxes filled with silverware that rested there. Ano
when a customer was seated, she would play other games.
Like seeing how fast she could make a bacon, lettuce and to
or making designs that she thought were pretty with the spreading
in the mayonnaise.
The reason why she played these games was because, to her, the
of the help seemed ignorant. The kitchen help thought she was ignoran.
After she finished with the counter she brushed the drops o s
from her forehead with the apron. A pile of sugar, buzzing with Hies,
made beautiful by a four petalled fan that cast a shadow rhythrmca y.
boss, who had come out front, flipped a towel idly at them before
to the waitress, "Bea, I hired a new girl today."
,
At 4:30 that afternoon, the new waitress walked through the d
x
and
stood in front of the counter smoothing her skirt around her hips
staring at Bea.
"I'm Jill, the new girl here," she said. "I guess the boss told you 1^
drop bv for a while."
II.
"Yeah," Bea answered with a nervous titter. "Why don't ya sit dow
Ixt me get you a malt or something.
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No, thanks, Jill answered, "I'm going to eat supper in a few minutes
and I gotta watch the figure." Small breasted and hipped, she appeared
very slim in her blouse and skirt.
Yeah, Bea said, 'I can see why." As she spoke, she tried, unsuccess
fully, to hold in her large belly.
Jill noticed this and began to walk out, laughing. Bea called after her,
as she reached the door. "Wait a while—I was just kidding". . ."like hell,"
she added under her breath.
The next day, a Friday, was tar hot. The stale air thinly circulated by
the fan cooled Bea only slightly by evaporating the tears of sweat. As they
dried they left unattractive streaks in her freckles that she would wipe off
with a powder puff as she looked at herself in the compact mirror. The
powder caked and cracked in the creases made by her eyes.
She cursed, in time with the fan, the lateness of the new girl, slowly.
But when she came, apparently cool, Bea grinned at her, commented
on the heat and pointed to an apron that appeared frilled and freshly
starched. Bea had worn it the day before.
The early crowd was arriving, ordering coffee, juice and doughnuts,
and both were too busy to chat. Bea was very cordial in her directions so
that by the time the rush had thinned enough to allow them to lean against
the ice-cream compartments, they were at ease with each other.
Bea fingered a coffee stain on her ashed apron and curled her toes
under causing her tennis sneakers to bulge.
I m glad you're working here, Jill," she said as she tugged at her white
sock. ^Jill nodded and asked if it was all right to smoke while they were
working. Bea turned and glanced toward the kitchen. "Sure," she said,
the boss ain't around." They both lit cigarettes.
You date much 'hon'?" Bea asked.
Yeah, but no one steady."
That s good, men are nothing but trouble." As they talked Bea fluffed
her hair.
The ones I go out with ain't," Jill said in a surprised voice.
All the ones I ever seen was," Bea said warily.
Jill moved down the counter searching for crumbs with her rag. When
? e sP°ke again, she was facing away from Bea. "Maybe if vou fixed vour
hair
up some. You know, pretty yourself up a little . . ."
Bea sucked in her stomach and said angrilv, "Goddamn when I want
your advice, I'll ask for it."
O.K., O.K.," Jill motioned with her hand, "your hair don't look
t(*> bad."
Oh, forget it. My feet are sore." Bea was quick to answer.
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"Oh, yeah, is that why you wear those funny shoes?" She was looking
at Bea's tennis sneakers.
"What the hell's the matter with these shoes? I suppose I should get
three inch heels to work in this two bit . .
The screen door opened letting in a moustached man, who squeaked
the wood plank floor as he walked to the counter. Jill was nearest him and
stood poised with a stubbed pencil and green paper pad.
"Yes sir?"
"Give me the hamburger deluxe and an order of french fries.'
He was about thirty-five, moustached, perfumed, and gave the wrong
impression of being effeminate. Jill switched her buttocks in a sensuous
swing as she padded to the dutch kitchen door.
On her way back, her eyes never left his until she felt Bea's sharp knee
against her thigh.
"Don't pay no attention to this guy, Jill. He's bad news." "Cut it out,
she said as she pushed past. "Your order will be ready in a minute, sir.
The door swung open and a new customer walked to the opposite end
of the counter in front of Bea. He wore heavy glasses and a thick, herring
bone jacket patched with leather at the elbows and he told her he wanted
coffee and a doughnut. But she missed the order she was so intently
watching Jill shadow the half-eaten hamburger and talk to the man with
the moustache. Bea got the boy his doughnut. He had had to repeat the
order twice.
III.
Bea walked down the counter and stood at Jill's side.
"What time is A1 coming by?" she asked in a very low voice. Jill turned
and spoke so angrily, so quickly that the boy missed the sense of the con
versation. He noticed the man drop a half-dollar (just enough to cover the
cost of his food) and walk out. He was leaving his own money and tip
when he heard Jill call Bea a bitch.
The boy left, pensively brushing sugar dust from his coat. Once on the
sidewalk, he walked as if guided by radar, brushing, being jostled, weaving
through the afternoon crowds. He walked toward the city university where
he was a student.
IV.
Once at its grey walls he paused and glanced around him before hurry
ing up a palely lit flight of steps. The light was bright inside. His room
was on the first floor and he took off his coat before beginning to write
on a yellow pad. In filling a pad he paused only once to light a cigarette
and glance around the room.
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A room covered with books, phonographs, radios, maps, and an old
chair often sat in by its appearance. A black bamboo curtain kept out the
sun and a single fluorescent bulb cast a steady light that glinted against the
magazine rack fortifying the door. Allowing time out for discards, erasures,
and cigarettes, the boy wrote steadily for two hours.
And, finally at eight o'clock a boy wearing a tuxedo entered the room.
The writer didn't look up.
Better get going man, the boy said, "we're supposed to pick up our
dates at nine. And then, "Boy, I was sure surprised that you took this
date. It's your first one since you been at school, isn't it?"
The writer put down his pencil and said tiredly, "I'm not going, Mike."
^ You re not going! What the hell are you talking about?"
Listen, the writer said loudly, "I'm not kidding. I was really moved
y something I saw this afternoon and I really have to express it. You
now that little restaurant . . . No, you don't. Well, any way there's
waitress, sort of chubby and plain looking but obviously nice who
works there. He motioned with his hand for Mike not to interrupt, and
tan on. Anyway she was trying to be nice to this other waitress there and
1 k °l^Cr wa'tress £ot mad at her. Without provocation. I couldn't hear
what they said at the restaurant but in the story I have it that they . . ."
So you re not going to the dance?" Mike asked.

DEAN BURGESS

On the Appearance Of a Burning Cross
in Our Nation's Capital
Rumbling, ruminating city,
Chewing on famous men,
Spreading out your shirt front
Of a close-clipped mall;
In your proud
But whitewashed youth.
Dreaming of the South—
New tissue on the long dried bones.
Embarrassed by the North—
A hardy, purgeless weed.
Paris had its emperor;
London had its queen.
What do you remember?
Neat brick houses
And minuettes,
Born in the sun,
Dreamt of Utopia
Just for fun.
God-fearing sinners
Loving their laws,
Living alone,
The shopkeepers of England
Carved in stone.

BURGESS

They had the dream
That your buildings dream still,
White vest buttons along the mall;
But when I leave that place
And look in the windows,
All along the street
The honorable elder has given way—
You're too virile and too venomous
Ever to be dreamed.
Pennsylvania Avenue is broad,
But somewhere down on "Q" Street they burned the cross of God.
Philosophy's a picture,
But emotion is a deed,
And who in this world
Is not a cross-breed?
Washington Monument reaches very high,
But somewhere on "Q" Street time has gone by.
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A New Year
How will I be
When colored light shakes,
Ragged, fringed,
And pictures of the sea,
Beginning to fade,
Old houses, old legs hinged,
In a once gilt frame?
A little glass of sherry, between old men, on a new year.
How will I be,
Old men forgotten
In bathrobes and slippers
In dormitory rooms,
Remembering old kisses,
Eyes sparkling,
Pressed in crackling pages,
Smelling of roses,
My times forgotten, in oak-paneled rooms?
When I am old
In the hollow of my chair,
As men in terminals,
What will be there—
Clawing for love?
With a wrinkled band,
Clawing for life?
Loving the land,
Will they remember
With patient bended head
When the soft rain falls?

ROBERT HENNINS

Snow
Gay ghosts of white, fleeting winds bear
Diadems of snow,
Finding corners, shaping there
Queer shapes of marble.
Statues, fragile, changing with the gales
That blow
Teasing hats, playing like a child with his toys.
The snow holds fast to things that move, loath to
Let them go.
Forcing them to pause, behold its beauty and
Curse its inconvenience.
Virgin banks of snow lay undefiled by human feet,
Once-green bushes point their white fingers
And all the world stands still, enthralled.
Children play, leaving havoc in their wake.
(The sky and wind s patient work of hours is gone.)
Adulterated now the banks have lost their beauty,
The statues are broken,
The fingers point to devastation.
You may go now says the snow. I have nothing more to show.

ROSS GELBSPAN

Huxley and Jung
Throughout the history of civilization, man has been faced with several
basic problems. Although varying in complexity and intensity, these prob
lems have offered themselves to thinking men, not only for a solution, but
more for a profounder recognition. For were there any physical solution,
it would have certainly been discovered by now. But since these problems
have, by their very nature, been relative, then only can relative degrees o
recognition be given them.
One problem that has continually occupied man is that of his separa
tion from a more lucid view of reality. I will attempt to interpret the fore
most advocates of the two major trends of thought regarding the determina
tion of this problem: Aldous Huxley and Carl Gustav Jung.
The problem proposed by Huxley is this: Man, in adapting himself to
the complevities of civilization, has lost a great deal of contact with rcaJ^
As a result of this separation, he has lost perspective and perception. The
specific cause for this confusion, according to Mr. Huxley, is the tendency
of the semi-thinking man to mistake knowledge for understanding. c
two are distinctly different.
.
Knowledge is always represented in terms of concepts and fact an
thus it can be verbally communicated. Understanding is not conceptua,
and therefore can not be passed on. Understanding is an immediate ex
perience which can only be realized by an individual. For experience can
not be shared. Nobody can experience another's understanding of a Pvc^
event or situation. There can, of course, be a knowledge or recognition
understanding, but this is no substitute for actual understanding. Just
a chemical formula is not the same as the chemical itself, so the know
of understanding is not the understanding.
Huxley, as I have said, believes that man's loss of perspective has co ^
about by his confusion of knowledge and understanding. Because tn^
believes that this pseudo-knowledge is true understanding, he has come
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depend solely on this distortion. This is actually a reflection of his own
limited perception. Huxley says: "Metaphysical doctrines ... can not be
operationally verified. They are expressive of a state of mind. But the
formulators of metaphysical doctrines have always mistaken this pseudoknowledge and have . . . acted accordingly. This pseudo-knowledge has
become a predominant motivation of men. This is one of the reasons why
the course of human history has been so tragic." The decline stems from the
lack of understanding. Knowers would dearly love to be understanders
... but they are deceived by the delusion that knowledge is understanding."
In order to discover why man has lost sight of the difference between
knowledge and understanding, we must examine the substance of each.
Knowledge is the store of psychologically charged memories. The memory,
which carries either a positive or negative charge, has been emotionally
influenced. Thus, each new experience which we undergo carries an emo
tional response which corresponds to the emotional charge of memory. It
follows, then, that each experience is categorized, so to speak, in this store
of memory according to the initial response that accompanies its recog
nition. When our knowledge or memory becomes so full that we can not
divorce the intellectual categorization of experiences, then knowledge and
understanding merge and confusion results. To put it more simply, Jiddu
Khrishnamurti said: "Thought denies love," and likewise knowledge denies
understanding. We have become used to rationalizing things in terms of
nowledge to the extent that this rationalization prevents us from experi
encing those things necessary to maintain our power of understanding.
Huxley says "On the level of understanding ... an individual has it
in his power to transcend his social tradition, to overstep the bounds of
t e culture in which he has been raised. . . . On the level of knowledge
c can never get very far away from the (mold) created for him by his
environment."
^ The question arises, then, if the attainment of understanding is Huxeys offer for salvation, then how is this attainment possible? Huxley says
1 at in dealing with man and knowledge, there is a "need for roots," but,
Paradoxically, there is, on occasion, an equally urgent need for rootlessness.
•s rootlessness can only be achieved by intellectual detachment. There
exists what Huxley terms the "Law of Reversed Effort." The harder we
^ Wlt" t^le conscious will to reach something, the less we shall succeed.
iV"*0 n0t ma^e oursc^ves understand; the most that we can do is create
•n ourselves a mental attitude which is conducive to understanding.
j.. However, there arises the problem that if we are to create this conon, we can only do this by exercising those emotional charges which
jeet any possibility of contact with reality. Nor is concentration any better
PPed to understand reality. For concentration is only the "systematic
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exclusion • • • of all but one thought. Thus the process of understanding
is not one of intellectual exercise. It can only come about, says Huxley,
as a result of complete awareness which is limited by neither forced con
centration nor emotional response. This awareness, which must be devoid
of approval or disapproval, is a matter of acknowledging the limits of our
mental and physical potentialities. It is merely a reaffirmation of the biblical
admonition: "Know thyself."
But it is more than pure introspection, for in order for a person to
truly know himself, he must know the components of his environment and
its influence upon him. Thus it is a total awareness which Huxley proposes
as the bridge to reality and understanding. Perhaps a clarification of the
process of making one's self "aware" is in order. Huxley says that if a
person is aware of the fact that it is his emotionally charged memory which
influences and limits his understanding, he will be able to momentarily
discard these memories. "The mental whirligig will stop . . . and the
memory will be emptied at least for a moment or two." It is this segment
of Huxley's argument which is, perhaps, the most difficult to comprehend.
However, although it is admittedly difficult to verbalize that which Huxley
terms uncommunicable, the semi-adequate description should, nonetheless,
recall to the reader some of his own lapses into the "dreamless sleep and
thereby familiarize him with the meaning imparted to these words.
What does this total awareness reveal P Primarily, awareness reveals the
limitations of the "I" and the "utter absurdities of its pretensions." Huxley
claims that the realization of his impotence is the natural conclusion to be
drawn by all man through his understanding. Thus, he is implying that
there is an absolute and universal reality which, if objectively viewed, can
be nothing but that realization. However, realistic understanding ah0
proves something else. Even though it does demonstrate man's impotence,
it also reaffirms the fact that he does exist, and, Huxley contends, "existence
is prior to essence." Here he is saying that though a realization of perspec
tive is beneficial, a condemnation is not. In other words, Huxley intimates
that the answer provided by understanding, i.e., that we are because we
are, is the reality over which we have no control.
To the reader, it probably seems that the ultimate conclusion is absurdly
simple. "I am because I am" is no real answer to the "mysteries" of fifeYet, if this is felt rather than read it seems the only possible conclusion.
Because in man's realization of his limitations, he sees that those mental }
charged responses which comprise his thought processes are complete}
distorted by subjectivity. Thus he sees that he is incapable of providing 3
more complete answer because he can not comprehend a more compie
answer. Thus he feels satisfied and enriched because he realizes the useless
ness of attempting that which is, to him, impossible. To know that I 3111
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because I am is harshly frustrating. To understand it is to associate yourself with reality and, consequently, a satisfactory answer.
Let us now look at Jung's view of modern man. Whereas Huxley says
that man s difficulty arose from his lack of perspective, or estrangement
from reality, implying thereby the existence of an absolute beyond our
comprehension, Jung says that with the development of his mentality, man
encounters problems with which he can not cope because it is against his
nature. In other words, Jung is saying that the difficulty lies not in a fall,
so to speak, but in man's emergence.
Huxley says that man s difficulty is in a lack of understanding. Jung
says that it is in a lack of consciousness, for it is against the psychological
nature of man to reject problems and live by instinct. According to Carl
Jung, man s problem was initiated by the advent of his psyche. The psyche
is composed of "reflections, doubts, and experiments, all of which are
oreign ... to the unconscious instinctive mind of primitive man. It is
the growth of consciousness which we must thank for the existence of
problems; they are the dubious gift of civilization." Jung says that man's
initial turn from natural instinct caused consciousness which, subsequently,
caused his severance from reality. "Instinct is nature and seeks to perpetuate
nature, which consciousness can only seek ... the denial of nature." In
other words, in nature, man knew no problems because his instinctive self
answered his needs; with the emergence from instinct into consciousness, the
rmity of his underdeveloped consciousness causes doubts and enigmas.
The conflict lies in man's instinctive rejection of problems and his
conscious attraction to their solution. For consciousness desires us to be
assured of certain certainties," to avoid doubts and failures. Herein is the
main point of departure between Jung and Huxley: Huxley says that we
Tiust sever ourselves from consciousness (distortion) to achieve an under
standing of reality; Jung says that, having emerged into a state of semi
consciousness, we can not recede into a state of instinct, or separation from
that consciousness.
We shall now learn how Jung arrives at his conclusion. In the early
scars of man s life, there is no consciousness or emotionally charged memsure> unrelated islands of consciousness but these have
T^ere arc' to
n°t been correlated to form any pattern of "knowledge." Thus the ego is
^tnething objective and not distorted by personal impressions. Only later,
e8°"contcnts have been charged with energy of their own, does
rh'C«
15 I-ness arise. This usually occurs when the child begins speaking of
'niself in the first person, for then the islands of consciousness have merged
•nto a pattern of thought and knowledge.
er !/nt^
's reached, the psychic life of the individual is govr
instinct and no problems are encountered. Psychic birth and the
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conscious distinction of the individual from the parents usually takes place
at about three years with the final stage of this process usually occurring
at the termination of the period called puberty. "The state induced by a
problem—the state of being at variance with one's self—arises when the
ego emerges. For when it emerges ... it encounters a second series o
forces with intensity equal to itself." Thus the first state in the psychologic*
development of man is the recognition stage which is usually anarchic and
unrelated. The second, that of the development of the ego, is a monarchic
or monastic stage. The third step in the advancement of consciousness consists in the awareness of the conflict between the internal ego and the
external forces; it is a "dualistic" phase.
This "dualism" is the key to Jung's argument. In the advent of dualism,
man is torn between the assertion of his ego and the instinctive call which
tells him to reject problems and act instinctively. It is this conflict says
Jung, which hinders the perfection of man. For since it is impossible to
recede into a perfect state of instinctive nature, the only alternative is to
increase our scope of consciousness.
_
,
Jung offers as the solution to the conflict of duality the exercise an
extension of consciousness. For it is only through consciousness that man
can adjust the ego to the "external forces." This extension of consciousness
can be effected by "releasing the tension inherent in the play of opposite*in the dualistic stage—and thereby build up a state of wider and higher
consciousness."
. ...
Here, then, we see the difference between the approach of Aldou*
Huxley and Carl Jung to the problem of man and reality. Both agree t at
man is suspended between pure instinct and consciousness. Huxley says
that since true reality is not distorted by the emotional impulses of man,
he must, by making himself aware of those impulses, divorce himself rom
them to achieve an understanding of reality. Jung says that since man
1
erne rged from his state of instinct he can not return. He must expan
ovvar
already present consciousness by exerting the pressure of duality ^
,
an extensive cultivation of thought, and in so doing sight reality througn
intellectual means. Both men do emphasize the fact that the answe
this problem of realization lies in understanding. It is up to us to deci
which means of attaining this understanding is the most applicable.
Man's present train of thought is so directed that he seems inW»W7
more impressed with the importance of seeking an adequate sol^tlon
a problem before he can realize its substance. This type of thinking
only lead to absolute conclusions. The nature of man being what it is,
emotional realization of relatives seems unsatisfactory. Thus the increa
scope of Jung's can only lead, it seems, to this type of absolutism.
us
This in itself indicates a weakness in Jung. Admittedly man is s *
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pended between logic and instinct. But he is certainly closer to instinct,
since instinct calls for a rejection, or, in its pollution by consciousness, a
quick solution of problems. Furthermore, it seems that the release of the
tension of duality is highly improbable since man has never been devoid
of duality since his emergence. However, he has been devoid of logic and
is capable of a temporary rejection thereof.
What Huxley terms "awareness" seems, in actuality, to be the process
of subtracting all those exterior influences from the mind and arriving at
what is the truly spontaneous action. An awareness of the reasons for that
spontaneous action enables us to view, at least momentarily, reality. The
reality, according to Huxley, is the realization of our own impotence along
with the acceptance of our existence.
The conflict can be summarized by saying that the process of realization
is either effective through simplification or completion. Man is, most as
suredly, more prone to subtraction than to completion. Thus, I think that
a recognition and an analysis of true action is the key to the understanding
0 man by man. It seems the only way by which he can justify his existence
and perceive of its realities.
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